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Baby buyers’ bonanza! 
Harrogate International Nursery Fair 2014 is fast approaching and nursery retailers and buyers are 

in-store for a treat with all of the favourite, well-known brands attending as well as some exciting 

newcomers to the market with a diverse variety of fabulous new baby products.  

This is the UK’s only nursery trade show providing a great opportunity to explore product launches 

for the autumn and winter season. The beautiful Yorkshire town of Harrogate is a delightful location, 

with competitively priced hotels and restaurants, so it’s hardly surprising that many visitors enjoy 

spending a few days to make the very most of their stay and enjoy some of the hospitality on offer 

too. This year there will be an interesting line-up of speakers with a brand new seminar programme, 

a Party & Awards night; plus a free networking and drinks evening. For more information and to 

register for the show visit www.nurseryfair.com  

 

Baby we’re back! 
After an absence of two years, Obaby is returning to Harrogate to exhibit 

some fantastic new products for retailers large and small alike. 

 

The best of these is the much coveted Chase pramette.  After the highly 

successful launch, the Chase has been even further improved with a 

sleek new hood.  There are now six colours to choose from, all on an eye 

catching chromed chassis. Not just any Chassis, the Chase chassis is a 

dynamic hydraulic system that takes the fuss out of opening and 

folding the pushchair. With a RRP of only £249, the Chase is a must 

have line for all retailers. Obaby looks forward to giving all visitors a 

warm welcome on Stand B32 and B34 

 

Spare pair of hands 

 Smallest Ideas is a new company launching at Harrogate with a clever hook 

which clips onto most changing mats helping mums to keep those ever-

moving nappy bags open and still so they can calmly and easily change 

baby anywhere. The Little Nappy Bag hook is innovative and 

beautifully simple. The elegant design is registered with patent 

pending. For more information visit Smallest Ideas on Stand QP27 

 

Fruity new collection 
iCandy is thrilled to be unveiling to the UK 
the 2014 collection for the first time 
exclusively at Harrogate International 
Nursery Fair this year. Attending the 
exhibition for over 20 years, this is one of 

iCandy’s biggest launches to date. The British family business holds 80 years of 
manufacturing pedigree and expertise for award winning luxury pushchairs. 
 
iCandy is inviting visitors to its stand for the ultimate iCandy experience, they 
will have the opportunity to experience the much anticipated Peach 3, the 
Raspberry and iCandy’s luxury bag collection, designed by ex-Mulberry 

http://www.nurseryfair.com/


designer, Janet Collin. Visit i-Candy on Stand M27.  

 

Flying high 
Kite, the planet-friendly clothing brand for children from 0-11 

years old, is proud to launch its Autumn Winter 2014 collection at 

Harrogate showcasing the best of Dorset’s beautiful countryside 

and coastline. From nature to nautical, Kite’s AW14 designs 

feature stunning squirrel prints, fabulous florals and happy 

harbour scenes (think tug boats, lighthouses and dolphins!). Visit 

Kite on Stand H25 


